We have a 20-year history of excellence in the business of renewable energy. We are a reliable partner for wind and solar asset management. Our 60-person team of professionals has the administrative and technical expertise for every job.

Being ISO 9001 including reporting, we ensure the integrity in your plant specifications.

We think global but execute local, we manage your assets sensitive to all local culture and regulation.

Our highly qualified professionals also support and advise every aspect of your juridical, financial and technical requirements.

**OUR SERVICES**

**Manage your assets** for all administrative and technical activities

Provide **expert support** in our role as administrative delegator with complete assistance for auditing, negotiation of transactions (refinancing, sale/purchase of assets), etc.

Have in-house expertise in **maintenance** of photovoltaic plants

Our mission is to give you peace of mind while managing your business to **optimise** your profits
ADMINISTRATIVE & COMMERCIAL MANAGEMENT

DELEGATED ADMINISTRATOR
- Relation with accountant and validation of financial reports
- Tax accounts advisory and relation with tax office
- Finalisation of O&M contracts according to customer requests

FINANCIAL & TREASURY MANAGEMENT
- Electricity sales invoicing and validation of subcontractor’s invoices
- Payments & cash flow management
- Land lease management

CONTROLLING & REPORTING
- Regular reporting according to specific customer’s guidelines
- Treasury and P&L forecast
- Investment controlling

SPV’S FINANCING
- Preparation of business plan (set-up of hypothesis, model optimisation)
- Negotiation with banks (term sheet, conditions, choice)
- Project financing contracts

VALUATION OF ELECTRICITY
- Sale of electricity in the frame of the premium regime
- Contractual and technical audits for an optimisation of electricity trading

ADVISORY & TRAINING
- Asset performance review (Opex analysis, financial assumption review)
- Set-up of Data Room, also including technical aspects
- Projects sale/purchase process (audit, teaser, contracts, etc.)
- Various juridical assistance (statut, company annual report)
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE

PRODUCTION MONITORING AND O&M MANAGEMENT
- Monitoring of the plant with our own independent software
- Follow-up of deviations on production, plant behaviour and availability
- 24/24h reactivity on incidences to guarantee safety and emergency interventions on site

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
- Elaboration of preventive and predictive maintenance plans
- Analysis of plant performances and advisory (short and long terms)
- Ensure compliance of plant with insurance and environmental obligations

COMPLETE MAINTENANCE OF PHOTOVOLTAÏC PLANTS
- Preventive, predictive and curative maintenance operations
- Electric expertise of substations
- Thermography expertise

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
- Follow turnkey contractor and turbines supplier on site
- Quality controls of works
- Follow-up of plant commissioning with check list documentation

ADVISORY & TRAINING
- Technical consulting of existing plants
- Action plans to optimise plant organisation and production
- Technical support during contract negotiation for guarantee levels, etc.
- Training of specific teams for all technical aspects
More than +1 GW in asset management in several European countries

540 wind turbines & 27 photovoltaic plants in operation

Asset management of wind farms & photovoltaic plants
CONTACTS

François Trabucco | Chief Operating Officer
francois.trabucco@vsb-energies.fr

Simon Duhamel | Chief Financial Officer
simon.duhamel@vsb-energies.fr

www.vsb-energies.fr
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